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Abstract-This paper presents a concept for the integration of
quantitative and qualitative information sources with their
accompanying management support functionalities from
navigation and retrieval up to analysis and business intelligence.
The integration is realized by a common keyword-based
metadata base, retrievable and extendible by the end user on a
web-based platform. This enables a dynamic acquisition of
supplementary information on the usage, usability and benefit of
basic and derived information objects, e.g. data warehouses,
data marts, OLAP cubes, reports or (textual) documents. Being
extended by functions to automatically catch contextual links
during system usage, the concept is discussed as a contribution
to the implementation of knowledge management. The concept is
being developed and successfully tested in the practical
environment of a reference project for the implementation of an
IT-infrastructure to support decentralized decision-making at a
German university.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
In the past decade, remarkable progress was reached in
management support systems (MSS) research and development [1, 2, 3, 4]. Data warehouses are built to implement an
integrated and consistent collection and a supply chain of
decision relevant information [5, 6], however, still being restricted to numerical data [7]. The nature of analytical reporting tools, dedicated to data warehouses, like online analytical
processing (OLAP), rather consolidates this boundary [8]. At
least at the side of end users, supplementary qualitative information needed for effective retrieval, navigation, analysis,
and evaluation is still missing [9, 10, 11].
It must be admitted that in most cases a comprehensive
metadata subsystem is included, implementing almost all
facets demanded [12, 13, 6] like source data types, channels
for loading, steps for transformation, and aggregation and so
on. Yet, their primary intention (and use) is to manage the
(technical) processes of loading and cube generation. If made
available to end users at all, the continuous supply chain is
broken by copy management or even reentry into another
metadata store, proprietary to OLAP-tools for example,

proliferating redundancy and inconsistency. Similiar trends
can be observed in other areas of research contributing to
management support, e.g. document management systems. In
most cases, metadata management is done separately
neglecting linkage to the other domains, although addressing
complementary needs of decision-makers.
A solution might be to extend Devlin‘s demand for the
integration of different types of metadata [6] across boundaries of specific methodologically devided management support systems. The metadata component would have to be
outsourced by the MSS-components like data warehouses,
business intelligence tools or document management, and
repositioned on a superior level. A similar request, going less
far in outsourcing, is presented by the concept of an
additional layer between information sources and users,
called MIS-broker [14]. In any case, as a consequence, a
common representation scheme for metadata, being capable
to serve the different semantic needs, has to be found. The
paradigm of object orientation might best fit these
requirements [11, 15]. Similar approaches for conceptually
centralized metadata management can be found in the Data
Warehouse Quality community [16, 17].
Another important boundary restricting further steps of
effective use of management support systems concerns the
maintenance of metadata. This links to the question who is
authorized for input or change and when update is allowed to
be done, i.e. continuously during analytical use for decisionmaking.
This directly leads to the issues of organizational learning
and knowledge management [18]. The classification of
knowledge to be extracted in this area [19] shows striking
similiarities to the extended understanding of metadata
derived above, conceptually adding evolutionary dynamics.
Despite obvious differences according to intention and
content, it seems to be promising to check if the object
oriented approach mentioned above will be able to implement
one integrated metadata system for both directions. Last but
not least, the continuous interactive acquisition of "metadata"
inherent to knowledge management has to be transfered to the
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end users of all scopes of management support systems.
Altogether, this is proposed as a contribution to close the gap
in further progress concerning the effectiveness of management support systems. The feasibility in general and the
potential benefit is to be justified first by a practical case.
This addresses the complaint that new approaches such as
knowledge management remain strategic reflection, often
omitting concrete implementation phases [18].
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The integrative concept presented is driven by the special
characteristics of a research and development project at a
German university. The overall objective is to implement an
IT-infrastructure to introduce and support decentralized decision-making. The president shall be responsible for strategic
decisons (only), e.g. the opening or closing of departments.
The chancellor shall be responsible (only) for optimal services on the operational level. The professors are responsible
for the effectiveness and efficiency of research and teaching.
Furthermore, public authorities and externals shall be included as users, e.g. for reasons of control.
Due to this kind of application area, the ratio of qualitative
to quantitative data is extremely high. Lots of qualitative data,
primarily available as both structured and unstructured textual
documents, e.g. generated by regular evaluation processes,
must be made selectively accessible to decision-makers.
Communication problems of the past concerning a common
understanding (the right meaning) of quantitative measures,
e.g. the ratio of third party resources to the number of
students, and even the total number of students, have to be
prevented by linking qualitative metadata to the quantitative
measures and reports. In a decentralized structure of decisionmaking, these problems in communication are likely to
increase. Finally, the increasing communication flows, e.g. to
regularly coordinate and evaluate goals and measures, have to
be managed in a persistent way.
Without any doubt, this pattern can be transferred to the
field of many businesses.
LESSONS LEARNED FROM FIRST APPROACH
At first, a classical data warehouse was implemented,
filled with lots of quantitative data about human and financial
resources, students, programs, graduates etc. Comprehensive
metadata about the source databases and the steps of
transformation were collected and stored with the tools for
extraction, transformation and loading, as usual in the state of
the art. Data was made available to decision-makers on different levels of aggregation by reporting and OLAP-tools with
web-based clients. Once again, metadata about the steps in
calculating and aggregating key indicators were collected and
stored together with the OLAP-reports, as usual in the state of
the art. Partially, these metadata were made accessible to end
users, due to the features of the client tools. Most of them,

however, had to remain invisible to users and are exclusively
utilized by the OLAP-tools internally.
In parallel, lots of textual documents, including important
qualitative information from evaluation reports, were made
accessible by a web-based frontend. These documents were
split up into fragments hierarchically and stored into a text
database. Metadata about the hierarchical structure of the
fragments, their topics and other dimensional aspects, being
appropriate for selective retrieval, was analyzed and added to
the text database manually. The web-based frontend was
extended to partially make use of this kind of keyword-based
classification.
Users being confronted with both information sources
soon complained about the missing links needed for an
integrated retrieval and navigation. The common presentation
over the web, as often used, of course cannot accomplish this
integration. Furthermore, conflicting interpretations of measures by users were observed, even in the same department. At
best, this led to time consuming discussions, and, in many
uncovered cases, simply to wrong decisions.
The roots of the problems described can easily be
identified in the separated metadata dictionaries, which both
can only partially be accessed by decision-makers. However,
the integration into one common metadata dictionary alone, is
not effective in the long run. The metadata handled this way
only covers the knowledge of information providers during
the phases of extraction, transformation, loading, and the
design of measures as well as reports. Not covered is the
knowledge about the decision contexts where the information
objects can be applied, neither their effectiveness or benefit
nor the (types of) decisions derived. This knowledge is
generated dynamically and continuously by the decisionmakers during retrieval and navigation in the context of
concrete decision situations [20]. This matches exactly the
procedural view of knowledge management (organizational
learning) [18]. If a learning organization is intended, this
virtual knowledge must not be lost but has to be caught as
well.
Therefore a concept improving the problems described,
which result from separately applying the different lines of
information technologies in management support, must
address the following three aspects:
1. one common integrated metadata base for all types of
information sources,
2. full access to all levels of the metadata base, and
3. extendibility of the metadata base by end users.
THE CONCEPT
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture developed and tested in
the project mentioned above. The classical information
sources involved are a quantitative database on the left,
including a data warehouse and derived views or aggregates
for reporting and analysis (data marts, cubes), and a text
database for qualitative data (document contents) for text
retrieval on the right. Both are currently implemented upon a
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture

relational database system (RDBMS) and can be accessed by
end users using web-based tools for query, navigation, and
analysis (OLAP). Conceptual preparations and a prototype
implementation towards object-oriented database technology
are done in parallel [11].
In order to realize the requirements derived above a third
database is introduced, including keyword objects which can
be linked to every component of the quantitative and qualitative databases. This architectural design component is
adopted from earlier work addressing the integration of

structured and semi-structured information in another domain
[10]. The keyword objects allow multidimensional classification and are best to be implemented in an object-oriented
environment. For the time being, it is based on a RDBMS.
The contents of this metadata base is also made accessible to
end users through the same dynamic webserver as the
quantitative and qualitative databases, including functionalities for searching (see below).
The internal structure of the classified keyword objects
(see fig. 2) comprises a name, a comprehensive description, a
basic type, and, optionally, one basic link to one elementary
component of either the quantitative or the qualitative
database. In order to model multiple links, in the present
relational implementation prototype, a table of relevance is
added, including the top-down relevance connections between
keyword objects. Thus, any hierarchy or network can be
modeled and be made available to end users for drill-down
and drill-across navigation.
The keyword objects represent the metadata from each
information source included. They are filled both automatically and manually by information providers during the
processes of extraction, transformation, loading, and design
of measures or (analysis) reports. For the automatic case,
procedures have been written to extract metadata [21], e.g.
field descriptions, out of the data dictionaries of the source

Fig. 2. Editor for keyword objects in the common metadata base
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database systems. In case of document bases, knowledgebased techniques for semantic text analysis are to be adopted,
which have been successfully implemented for retrieval in
scientific domain [22]. In the manual case, information providers can input descriptions, explanations, and usage hints or
restrictions for any information objects they generate, both
assembling and disassembling. Thus, even reports being
composed from many measures and dimensions can be
documented. The natural links between the report and the
measures or dimensions involved are to be monitored from
the design context and added to the relevance table
automatically. Of course, additional links can be added
manually.
This feature already contributes to the requirement of
dynamic knowledge acquisition as essential part of knowledge management. Up to now, however, metadata input is
restricted to information providers only. In order to also
accompany decision-makers, the metadata warehouse is
opened for editing by selected end users on the web-based
front end side. Of course, their input is also classified according to the context of use. Once again, this can be done both
automatically and manually. One example for an automatic
classification is the integration of commenting functionalities
of OLAP-clients: a keyword name is generated due to a
predefined pattern including the author and the date, for
example; the textual comment itself is directly added to the
metadata base; a link between the newly added keyword
object and the keyword object linking to the report being

commented is generated automatically; further manual
linking for classification, e.g. the type of comment or decision
situation, can be made available to the end user.
Due to the generic and extendible concept of metadata
handling, any type of information about any type of information can be acquired decentrally, administered centrally and
delivered instantly. The classical process of navigating
through different trees of available information sources in
order to search information relevant to concrete decision
problems is replaced by a context relevant search request
representing the decision problem by the means of keyword
objects in the metadata base. As a result, a dynamically
generated list of relevant keyword objects with direct links to
concrete information objects or indirect links to other
keyword objects is presented as a starting point for individual
navigation. In the future, the keyword objects for the search
request are also to be generated by the means of a semantic
knowledge-based analysis of a free text query [23].
AN APPLICATION CASE
The following case is taken from the prototype
implementation of the MSS-project mentioned above. Fig. 3
shows the matching keyword objects as a result of a query
against the metadata base. Each keyword object represents
either an information object of the information sources
attached or the collection of other keyword objects, thus
enabling any contextual information composites.

Fig. 3. Integrated information selection driven by decision context
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Fig. 4. Cross-boundary navigation driven by relevance

Each keyword object presents itself according to type. The
keyword name and textual description are obligatory, author
and date are optional. In the case of basic keyword objects,
direct links to the information sources, e.g. dynamic queries
against a data warehouse, OLAP-cubes, textual or document
databases or simply websites are included, with icons
indicating their types. Furthermore, the table of relevance
links is listed beneath each keyword object in two sections for
both drill-down and drill-up navigation. Once again, the type
of the relevant keyword object is indicated by icons.
Altogehter, this comprises all three forms of information
sources integration provided by Whinston’ s MIS-broker [14].
Drilling to basic keyword objects results in activating the
corresponding (web) server. The window on the right hand
side of fig. 4 shows an example for a keyword object of an
OLAP-cube type, triggered by the corresponding keyword
link in the drill-up list of relevant keywords in the left
window. To enable two-way navigation each client tool for
all information sources included has been extended with an
interface to the metadata base, realizing a (backwards) drillthrough functionality. This is demonstrated in fig. 4 by the
pop-up window in the middle, listing all keyword objects
available for drill-down in the metadata base for the initiating
information object. The selection of a keyword from the list
directly leads back to the metadata base system, querying it
against the selected keyword. Altogether, this allows a

decision-maker to first navigate in the metadata base system
to any basic keyword object, e.g. referencing an OLAP-cube,
to switch there, to use the analytic functionality of the OLAPclient, and, finally, to retrieve at any time relevant supplementary information for any component of the cube, available
in the metadata base, e.g. the description of a measure or
dimension used in the cube or even a textual comment
attached to the cube by him or any other user.
So far, this implements static retrieval functionality, only.
In order to allow the extension of the metadata base for the
acquisition of new insights of decision-makers during
(analytical) navigation, the interface mentioned above is
supplied with a write function. Thus, end users adopt the role
of information providers. A keyword object is generated
automatically due to predefined patterns depending on the
initiating type of basic information object. For the time being,
the pattern comprises author, date, type, and automatic
relevance links, so that the contents can be retrieved by other
end users immediately. The left window in fig. 4 shows such
a keyword object by example.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Beyond the technological solution presented, further
organizational and social aspects have to be considered, being
critical for the success of the system in the long run. In
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addition to literature, these aspects also had to be derived
empirically from observing and interviewing key users in the
practical case. Neglecting these aspects is about to initiate the
collapsing loop of electronic knowledge bases described by
Probst [18]: Insufficient quality, lacking evident benefit and
reliability of the knowledge base in the beginning and other
social barriers restrain a broad and active use. As a consequence, both comfort in access and knowledge base content
are going not to be customized as necessary to surpass the
natural process of knowledge aging, thus closing the collapsing loop. This also addresses the question if knowledge
management is feasible anyway or if knowledge can be
managed electronically at all. This discussion is not to be
augmented ideologically here. Precautions appropriate for
breaking the barriers are to be presented, instead, by additional system components both structurally and procedurally
during system introduction and operation. Therefore, the primary focus is to improve management and decision support
by the integration of information about the use and usability
of quantiative and (other) qualitative data into the process of
analysis and decision-making, thus approaching knowledge
management.
Mastering insufficient quality is up to the end users. They
have to learn that they themselves are responsible for the
contents of the system.
The most important reason observed not to use the system
as planned, especially to actively input one’ s own knowledge,
lies in the loss of control who else will be able to access the
input. A similiar problem already exists for components of
the quantitative database, not so much for individual but
rather for organizational reasons. One possible solution are
corresponding access rights usually managed centrally by the
information systems department in the past. In an emerging
decentralized environment of information providers, who are
to be encouraged to spool out information to others, this will
not work any longer.
Therefore, the principle of information ownership is going
to be introduced in the project mentioned, allowing the information provider solely to determine the scope of accessing
people. This principle is applied to all kinds of databases involved, both the referenced databases and the metadata base,
as well. During any input, additional specifications of authorized users have to be made explicitly, otherwise restricting
access to the provider only, by default. For reasons of comfort
and overall consistency, the access rights to be specified are
to be taken from one central authorization management
system covering the entire organization and all information
systems. The user administration of an operating system
based mailing server might be a good choice, allowing the
specification of individual groups. Once again, another step
of outsourcing is needed, concerning the authorization
functionalities proprietary to many web-based clients providing information today, e.g. web-based OLAP-clients.
This principle rigorously being implemented, at least
encourages the personal use of the system for the administration of one’s own individual knowledge, in a first step. Being

put into a context of group decisions, responsibilities and
rewards, it is likely to better convince the users of the benefits
of further information sharing, step by step. This corresponds
to the concept of transferring personal data into public data
[12]. Essentially, the end users decide themselves with whom
to share which information. Then, possible refusals are not
different to the situation without the system and must be
solved outside the system on an organizational and social
level in any case. The system, however, does not cause
additional barriers.
As a by-product, the complexity of access control, growing
dramatically with the integration of information sources, is
decreasing. Experiences from the project proved very soon
that this cannot be managed centrally. In this sense, the
question about the feasibility of knowledge management is
answered in the negative, if being understood as management
of knowledge from the top of the organization. The solution
proposed here is to simply install a communication infrastructure, filled with accelerating and balancing feedback
loops, persistently gathering and disseminating information
about information processing in problemsolving (knowledge)
bottom up [24]. Alternatively to knowledge management, this
may also be assigned to the second issue of MSS, being defined as the use of related information and communication
technologies to support management [25].
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